Together for a circular economy
Launched in May 2019 in Germany, the PREVENT Waste Alliance brings together organisations from the private sector, academia, civil society and public institutions worldwide. It serves as a platform for exchange and international cooperation.

Our objectives

We want to contribute to

- minimising waste,
- eliminating pollutants and
- reutilising resources in the economy.

We strive to reduce waste pollution in low- and middle-income countries through developing functioning waste management and circular economy approaches. We work together for waste prevention, collection, and recycling as well as the increased uptake of secondary resources.

Who we are

How we work

We share our knowledge around the topic of circular economy.

We incubate and pilot scalable circular economy solutions worldwide.

We contribute to shaping international guidelines and standards for circular economy solutions.

We connect different perspectives and act in international cross-sectoral partnerships.
Our working groups

We engage in thematic working groups, in which activities are planned and implemented.

Our pilot projects

Innovative and scalable solutions to build a circular economy are being tested worldwide.

Closing plastic cycles
More information

Closing e-waste cycles
More information

Improving framework conditions
More information
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Contact

Join us and get involved!

- contact@prevent-waste.net
- Subscribe to our newsletter

prevent-waste.net/en/
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